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With the weather turning cooler, there are pests like rodents that will

want to nest indoors in Canberra, but it will not be long before their

habits start to irritate you.

Rodents are everywhere.Rodents are everywhere.

There are a few things that you may not be aware of especially in the

newer suburbs. As we have literally thrown pests out of their homes by

destroying their habitat, this forced them into the roof spaces as new

homes go up.
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What attracts rats to What attracts rats to 
our home?our home?

Rodents like rats are clever and annoying. They will always find

something to eat. They prefer any waste from humans but will also eat

any organic material.

Rats do not like cold weather, so they will look for any warm places

with food supply ready. They are neophobic which means they do not

like to go to places that are unfamiliar and unsafe. But they are also

known to be very adaptable. So, once they enter our property, they will

make themselves at home!
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Some common things that we do leads to pests like rats to enter our

property. Example of this is when an urban farmer keeps chickens in

their yard. He’s also likely to invite rodents as feed is scattered on the

floor of the pen.

Let us not forget the homes that are very close to schools whose kids

throw a sandwich under a seat or behind a bush. This also attracts

rodents. What happens though is when the food supply dies down as

the kids go on holidays, this is when the rodents are pushed towards

the residential properties.
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What can we do to keepWhat can we do to keep
them away?them away?

Here are some tips to keep rodents away from your home.
1. Rake up any fallen fruit that is on the ground.
2. Clean chick coop floor.
3. Make sure compost have lids.
4. Cut back trees 1.5 metres from the house.
5. Remove vines on the house as this gives an excellent climbing

frame for rats.
6. Keep dog food bowls empty.
7. Check out holes where air conditioners have been installed and

plug with steel wool.
8. Repair broken tiles or loose capping.
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Why You Don't WantWhy You Don't Want
Rats in Your RoofRats in Your Roof

All of us do not want them on our home for various reasons.

 Rats multiply very fast so if there are a few in your house, there
will be many before long.

 Nesting in the one spot, the surfaces will be infected by their
saliva, urines and feces until the stench become overpowering
once they have settled in.
 Rats actively search for food which will lead to contamination
and food safety.
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 The teeth of rats continue to grow and they need to continually
level off, and how they do this is to gnaw on the wiring. 

 This starts fires which can cost many thousands
of dollars in repairs.

Why is
this a problem?

 Variety of diseases can be transmitted to you or your family. Rats
are known to spread more than 35 diseases.
 They can attack larger animals, and even humans, so beware of
their bites.
 They become very active around the breeding season and will
keep you up  or give you broken sleep.ALL NIGHT
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Why Why  is the is the
 option option

Pest ControlPest Control
ONLYONLY

When you have rodents on your property, some people will run to

Bunnings or similar to grab an over-the-counter option, and when this

does not work they will return to try to trap the rats.

Each of these methods do not work because over time rodents will

become used to the off-the-shelf products and trapping them is useless

and slow when there are big numbers of these pests.
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Hiring a professional pest control is the best option to get rid of these

pests.

Dealing with rodents can be tricky and risky if not handled properly.
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 is fully licensed to carry treatments that are

long lasting, safe and effective, keeping you and your family safe. 

We have the experiences and trainings when facing threats and

problems brought by rodents.

A1 Pest Control Canberra

Call us today at .0407 065 413

https://app.designrr.io/tel:%200407065413
http://a1pestcontrolcanberra.com.au/
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Our rodent treatmentOur rodent treatment
process includes:process includes:

 Check their droppings to see whether it is fresh.
 Look for their possible entry points in your house.
 Work with you to device an effective plan for your rodent
problem.
 Strategically place the baits which are laced with pheromones that
they cannot resist - it's like Tim Tams to them.
 On the first few days, the rodents are suspicious of the baits and
will walk around them until they are seduced over to the baits.
Hereafter, they nibble at the baits and will need to search for water.
When they drink the water, it's only then that they die.
 Hand you a full report about the treatment process and give
recommendation to prevent rodents infestation.
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When you need expert pest controllers, look no further than

. Call us today with your pest

problem -  .

A1 Pest Control Canberra

0407 065 143



PreventionPrevention
is youris your
first line offirst line of
defencedefence
againstagainst
rodents.rodents.

 can help can help
you get rid of your pest problems.you get rid of your pest problems.
Call our team TODAY on  Call our team TODAY on  
0407 065 4130407 065 413..

A1 Pest Control CanberraA1 Pest Control Canberra

https://app.designrr.io/tel:%200407065413
https://www.a1pestcontrolcanberra.com.au/

